Partners and Implementations

Known Implementations

THIS PAGE IS NOW "ARCHIVED" AND IS NO LONGER BEING MAINTAINED. SEE INSTEAD THE "PARTNERS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS" SECTION OF THE WIKI AT samvera.org/wiki

- Pages Online (Indiana University)
- ScholarsArchive@OSU (Oregon State University), institutional repository holding scholarly articles, technical reports, theses and dissertations, and research datasets
- Emory University ETDs
- Alexandria Digital Research Library (UC Santa Barbara)
- The Digital Repository of Ireland
- Library Digital Collections, (UCSD)
- Education & Research Archive (Alberta)
- Figgy / Digital PUL: a Spotlight frontend to a Samvera/Valkyrie repository of books /manuscripts, geodata, and ephemera (Princeton University Library)
- Digital Archive of Latin American and Caribbean Ephemera (Princeton University Library)
- Southeast Asia Visions (Cornell University), a collection of more than 350 European travel accounts of pre-modern Southeast Asia
- Tufts Digital Library (Tufts University)
- Heritage Digital Library / Biblioteca Digital Patrimonial, Duoc UC, a digital repository of architectural drawings, photographs, restoration plans and historical documents / un repositorio digital de planos arquitectónicos, fotografías, planes de restauración y documentos históricos
- VTechData - Virginia Tech’s Data Repository (VTechData) is a platform for openly publishing datasets or other research products created by Virginia Tech faculty, staff, and students
- Oregon Digital - (University of Oregon & Oregon State University), cultural heritage DAMS with linked open data
- Avalon Media System - Project Info | IU Production site | NU Production site (running in AWS) - (Indiana University, Northwestern University), video library management system
- Repository Images (Northwestern University Library), image access and collection building system. Formerly called the Digital Image Library.
- Arch (Northwestern University Library), self-deposit research and data repository (Hyrax, running in AWS)
- Hydrus (Stanford), an IR with support for configurable workflows (deposit, review, edit, publish)
- ArchiveSphere (Penn State): a repository for collections of digital archival materials, automating the management of common preservation activities like file characterization and migration, fixity checking, etc., while preserving the relational and hierarchical connections between files. Built on Sufia.
- ScholarSphere (Penn State): a self- and proxy-deposit repository for access to and preservation of scholarly works and data. Built on Sufia.
- LSE Digital Library (London School of Economics)
- Hydra in Hull (University of Hull), an institutional repository
- Digital Exhibits (Notre Dame), a collection building and delivery application for digital library objects
- Libra (Virginia), an open access deposit & access application
- Argo (Stanford), a repository administrator’s dashboard for workflow management and reporting
- Hypatia (many), an archival arrangement, description and access tool for born digital archival materials
- EEMs - Everyday Electronic Materials (Stanford), a tool and workflow for accessioning born digital materials into a Library’s formally managed collection
- ETD’s - Electronic Theses & Dissertations (Stanford), ETD deposit, approval & access
- SALTworks (Stanford), the Self-Archiving Legacy Toolkit
- Scholar@UC (Cincinnati), an institutional repository.

Other Implementations

- USDA Economics, Statistics and Market Information System: https://usda.library.cornell.edu
- King's Fund (London) Digital Archive: archive.kingsfund.org.uk
- The University of Utah has been using the Samvera frameworks for over two years for Research Data Repositories - https://hive.utah.edu/
- Berlin State Library - Prussian State court records (closed site)
- Ohio State University Digital Collections, built on Sufia 7 and Fedora 4.7
- GW ScholarSpace at George Washington University, built on Sufia
- Levy Sheet Music Collection (Johns Hopkins University)
• Museum of the Performing Arts (MAE) of the Theatre Institut of Barcelona
• Department of the Environment, Australia (internal system)
  • see also http://nrmonline.nrm.gov.au/, a Blacklight-based portal
• Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
• Oregon Shakespeare Festival
• West Virginia University
• Linn-Benton Community College
• Science History Institute
• California State University, San Marcos

In Development

• The University of Utah is working with the Boston Public Library to develop newspaper-specific functionality for Hyrax via a gem and we are also planning on adopting Hyrax for other digital library infrastructure.
• ETDflow (Penn State): provides student and administrator workflows around approval and publication of electronic theses and dissertations. Built on Worthwhile.
• WGBH Video preservation system
• Amherst College - mediated-deposit, institutional repository for faculty publications
• Washington University
• University of Michigan
• National Library of Ireland - digitization workflow
• California Digital Library (DASH)
• Durham University (Durham, UK)
• Ohio State University
• University of Maryland, College Park
• Maynooth University (Republic of Ireland)
• Biblioteca Daniel Cosío Villegas - El Colegio de México - Institutional repository & Digital Collections (Mexico)
• UNC, Chapel Hill
• California State University
• Rutgers University
• Saint Peter's University
• Oregon Health and Sciences University

Sites using responsive design

• University of Hull: Hydra
  • Contact Chris Awre, Richard Green (overview) or Simon Lamb (technical); note Hull's library catalog uses the same design

Discussions on the delivery of mobile devices generally can be found through the m-libraries series of conferences.

Partners

The Samvera Partners include the founding institutions, plus a growing number of Partners. Founders are denoted with an (f).

• DuraSpace (f)
• Stanford University (f)
• University of Hull (f)
• University of Virginia (f)
• MediaShelf (now wound down)
• University of Notre Dame
• Northwestern University
• Columbia University
• Penn State University
• Indiana University
• London School of Economics and Political Science
• Data Curation Experts
• WGBH
• Boston Public Library
• Duke University
• Yale University
• Virginia Tech
• University of Cincinnati
• Princeton University Library
• Cornell University
• Oregon State University
• University of Oregon
• Tufts University
• University of Alberta
• Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)
• University of Michigan
• University of California, San Diego
• University of York
• Lafayette College
• Washington University in St. Louis (WUSTL)
• The Digital Repository of Ireland
• University of California, Santa Barbara
• University of Houston Libraries
• Emory University
• CoSector, University of London


Interested in seeing why these institutions became partners? See Partner Letters of Commitment for details.